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HVP, DELWP and Parks Vic Staff and community stakeholders  

Annual Concave Pomaderris Planting day at Carboor 

HVP Stewardship staff are excited that the ongoing commitment to re-establishing the Concave Pomaderris 

Pomaderris sublicata population in Carboor - one of only five sites where the Commonwealth Environment    

Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act (1999) and Victorian Flora and Fauna Guarantee act (1988) listed 

species is found, appears to be reaping rewards. The annual planting day saw HVP, Parks Victoria, DELWP 

staff and community members plant 50 new propagated plants.  HVP participates in actions under the national 

recovery plan in partnership with other stakeholders, with all activities undertaken in consultations with the plan. 

This is the fourth year of active planting and monitoring of these erect shrubs, characterised by a dense        

covering of minute star shaped hairs on branches and leaves and small slightly concave leaves. 

However the real excitement came from HVP’s High Conservation Value Site monitoring which found a         

population of 20 naturally regenerating seedlings previously undiscovered. These were located adjacent to an 

area which experienced a light unplanned burn in 2011 and have re-established on steep sections of land     

unable to be reached by browsing cattle or deer and under fallen timber. Consideration is now being given to a 

trial ecological burn in an adjacent area with the objective to stimulate more naturally regenerating stands. 
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Welcome to HVP Plantation Views 

Welcome to our second edition of the HVP Plantation Views, a newsletter to help keep you informed of what is 

happening in HVP forests.  This edition includes a range of topical articles from various  forest regions. We hope 

you find the newsletter interesting and welcome your feedback through info@hvp.com.au. 
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Tales of the Rare & Threatened Species : Grey Grass Tree 

The Grey Grass –tree Xanthorrhoea glauca subsp. angustifolia is a well-known plant in the Northern region of  HVP’s 

estate.  It is often found, sitting happily amongst our plantation trees on the drier more skeletal soils.  

Its distinctive form makes it hard to miss with green/grey skirts & proboscis-like flower/seed spike.  This unusual   
appearance means that many people are very intrigued by the plant, resulting in it being highly sought after to    
complement the garden. This is one key threatening process affecting the plants and their community. So whilst 
most foresters have seen one or two plants either within HVP’s custodial land or the plantation, it was not until this 
year that we discovered this species of Xanthorrhoea held the conservation significance as a listed species under 
the   Victorian Flora & Fauna Guarantee Act 1988.   

The plant was nominated in February 2013 and recommended for listing in October 2013.  With the HVP update of 
the Victorian Biodiversity Atlas data in 2014 , it began appearing on our mapping systems during operation planning 
and our Stewardship Team  became aware of its conservation importance.   

The two key factors resulting in the recommendation for listing were :   

 It has a rare abundance and a limited distribution, (often occurring in fragmented patches), with poor recruitment 
due to disease (Phytophthora cinnamomi)   

 Poor fire regimes, resulting in loss of or very low numbers of seedlings to enhance the population.  

This change in status  means foresters need to report any observations to the Stewardship team. Interestingly as 
these plants grow quite successfully under plantation canopy it can pose some operational constraints, but as you 
can see below the plants do come out from the harvest operation intact and relatively undisturbed.  

Post harvest   

Grey Grass Tree– Xanthorroea glauca subsp.angustiifolia 
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Wild Dog Control Update 
At the request of neighbours, 
HVP have implemented  a 
variety of programs to assist 
in the Community Wild Dog 
Control Program at specific  
locations in our estate. The 
annual loss to the Australian 
economy from wild dogs is 
$66.3 million through stock 
damage and losses. This 
does not consider the untold 
damage and loss of native 
flora  and fauna. 
A baiting program has been 
running for a number of years 
in HVP’s Stockdale Plantation 
north of Stratford in        
Gippsland; at the Shelley 
Plantation in the North East; 
and recently along the west-
ern edge of the Merriang 
plantation near Carboor, also 
in the North East. HVP were 
approached at the local    
Community Wild Dog     
Workshop to work with the 
community to address an 
identified gap in the existing 
Government, Community 
partnership  that coincided 
with our plantation area.  
Buried shelf-stable baits  are 
deployed at locations         
approximately every 500   
meters  along a fixed run that 
considers wild dog         
movements as well as       
accessibility  for the contrac-
tor. 
Wild dogs are also seen as a 
major threat to the genetic 
integrity of the Dingo  Canis 
lupus dingo in south eastern 
Australia.  

Timed  flashing truck entering signage being installed, Gippsland  

Innovation in Road Signage 
The HVP team in Gippsland, in conjunction with VicRoads, have erected 
two automated flashing signs  at two locations  at major exit points from 
our plantations: the Rosedale-Longford Road and the other on the South 
Gippsland Highway. The    concept was developed in order to reduce the 
likelihood of an incident occurring when slow moving trucks are entering 
fast flowing traffic.  

Dangerous intersections have recently been identified by staff and      
contractors through our safety walk days and we felt that we needed to 
act before there was a serious incident or injury. The design implemented 
is utilising a 7 day week 24 hour timer made locally in Gippsland. The 
signs can be used independently of each other and are solar powered. 
They can be set to operate continuously during any allotted times and are 
semi-portable (ensuring a reduced chance of theft but still able to be 
moved) in order for us to move the signs to where ever the peak need is 
at the time. 

The signs look very effective but concern is that over time they may     
become ignored like other continuously flashing signage. Signage that 
flash only when trucks are entering the intersection was cost prohibitive at 
this time.  HVP will monitor the sign effects on traffic behaviour. 

VicRoads and the Road Traffic Authority  are very supportive of this      
initiative. There has been interest in the signs from other forestry        
businesses in Gippsland.   

Motion camera vision of Wild dog presence in HVP Plantation in Northern region 
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Changing Conservation Status –Warm Temperate Rainforest (Strzeleckis) 

Victoria has about 9500ha or Warm Temperate Rainforest found only in  areas of Gippsland. There are several 
distinct floristic communities in East Gippsland, Wilson's Promontory and the Strzelecki Ranges.  The Strzelecki 
community,  Strzelecki Warm Temperate Rainforest (SWTR), has recently been accepted for listing under the Vic-
torian Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act (1988) due to its highly restricted occurrence and the degradation of most 
remaining stands.   
 
Possibly less than 300 hectares remains, of which 194 ha is within HVP's Strzelecki estate.  This distinct ecologi-
cal vegetation class,  occurs in sheltered gullies at 80-240m elevation.  Its canopy of primarily Sweet Pittosporum 
(Pittosporum undulatum) and Muttonwood (Myrsine howittiana) is characteristically entangled with vines and so 
dense that little light reaches the forest floor, where only the most shade tolerant shrubs, herbs and ground ferns 
grow. Past land clearing and fire has destroyed or compromised the canopy of many stands, resulting in blackber-
ry invasion which prevents natural regeneration.   
 
Long before the Victorian Flora and Fauna Guarentee listing, HVP recognized the importance of the Strzelecki 
warm Temperate Rainforest areas and implemented protection and restoration strategies including replacing ad-
joining pine plantation with permanent buffers of native species.  The Macks Creek Restoration Project is our most 
ambitious project of this type.  Four kilometres of badly degraded or missing rainforest has been weeded and re-
planted with canopy trees along the creek and into Tarra-Bulga National Park, with the assistance of an Open 
Grant and stakeholder partnerships.  This stand is now looking good and is subject to ongoing monitoring.  Pro-
jects like this are helping to arrest long term decline, but deer, weeds and fire remain the main threats as demon-
strated by loss of  areas of this ecological vegetation class in the 2014 Jack River fire. 
 

 

Restoration of  area of Strzelecki Warm Temperate Rainforest area– Macks Creek 


